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  . . genetically engineered hyper-intelligent beings, who were also large and essentially unstoppable. One group of these beings rebelled, overthrew their creators, and destroyed the facility. The Thorne Institute was one of the . . . infested facilities, but was fully secure. However, a handful of people survived and escaped with a few personal effects. They were aided by a group of . . . creatures known
as . . . "T-Eaters". These were designed to kill T-virus entities and to promote a perception of threat. When the escapees, human survivors and . . . T-Eaters were able to return to the now defenseless city, they found it infested with . . . "R-Virus" entities. These were unmodified human beings created as slaves by the remaining . . . creatures and were therefore, to them, less than sub-human. The escaped
survivors attempted to flee but they were overcome by the R-Virus. The survivors were taken into quarantine. The remaining R-Virus infested people were slaughtered. The survivors who were infected by the T-virus initially suffered the same fate, but as their bodies repaired, they began to die from their wound. They were eventually cured when cured the R-virus entity had been defeated. The cured

people were educated as to the events that had transpired. The survivors knew the T-virus was created by . . . the . . . and other . . . creatures. It was then destroyed, and they knew these creatures were dead. There were survivors, however, of . . . the original . . . creatures. The original creators . . . had been seeking a means to use the T-virus as a power source. The survivors . . . died off. The last of these
creatures are reported to have been wiped out by those who created the virus. It's a shame these articles don't feature a T-tables, and I'm not sure whether the interaction of the survivors would bring about some sort of antagonism between the survivors and T-Eaters A: I'm not an expert, but I'm pretty sure The T-Virus in the book is the same as 82157476af
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